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Friday Activity - Collage Making

Famous buildings of the World

RDPS

Respective classrooms

25.08.77 (Zero Period)

Students of Class V (A-E)

Intra class activity
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Name of the Activity / Event

Theme/Topic

Organised hy

Venue

Date and Duration

Participants

File Accession Dossier
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I

] . To explore the students'creativity and imagination along with improving their preserrtation skills.

| . To encourage students to be more aware of the important buildings and their significance.
II o To encourage students to take part in different competitions.
I

| . To encourage pupils to create interesting pictures using scrap materials.
I

DESCRIPTICTi:
,--
I

I

| "Great buildings that move the spirit have always been rare. In every case they are unique,
I

I poetic, products of the heart" Arthur Erickson
I

I

I Collaqe makinq is a very interesting branch of art in which the poster is made by pasting the unused
I

* 'discarded pieces of papers/magazines with the help of gum on paper. Collage making is a teclrnique of

an art production and it is used to convey important message through abstract form of an art. Taking aii

these facts into consideration, an Intra class Collage Making Competition on Famous buildings of the

world was organized for class V. The aim was to explore the students'creativity. A great enthusiasm was

seen in the students during the event. They used a variety of material to create the collages and gave

beautiful and creative collages on the relevant therne after making it.

The efforts of the students was remarkable and the most creative collages were adjudged the winners.
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